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Dear Parents
Last week saw us host an alumnae reunion at school for Form D that left in 1993. It was wonderful seeing them
returning to school and meeting a few of their teachers, some of them still teaching at Tiffin Girls’, sharing their
fond memories and reading various memorabilia. On display was a school magazine from 1987/88 and, reading
the Headmistress’s Report, I was struck by the similarities with today. What resonated the most was that the
Headmistress felt sorely tempted to compose a second motto perpetuum mobile – loosely meaning, never a dull
moment! It certainly feels that way as we come to the end of another hugely rewarding year.
Tiffin Girls’ is an extremely exhilarating place to work and everyone is struck by the positive community culture,
enthusiasm for learning and many qualities of the students. The final assembly of this academic year provided me
with an opportunity to applaud the fruits of the students’ labours and recognise their creative and caring nature
as well as their vitality and energy.
Following the inspirational performances of the festival of sport at the weekend, our Sports Day produced an
equally great day of sporting endeavour. To finish the event, the Year 7s treated us to a great spectacle of
gymnastic and dance routines in their cheerleading exploits – as well as generating a lot of noise! The Sports Day
trophy was won by Bebbington (Years 7 – 9) and Watson (Years 10 and 12), with all their year groups making a
valuable contribution. Congratulations to all those who competed.
This week has been about providing a range of opportunities to provide a richness of learning experience as well
as some structured fun time:







Year 7 visited Kew Gardens to see and study Dale Chihuly’s breath-taking glass artworks, which will then
feed into a specific creativity project in the autumn term, and had a leadership conference introducing a new
leadership development programme starting in Year 8.
Year 8 also visited Kew Gardens to see and study Dale Chihuly’s exhibition and completed a micro societies
event in school.
Year 9 went on a two-day Battlefields trip to Ypres, visiting Menin Gate and a number of British and
Commonwealth military cemeteries.
Year 10 took on the highs and lows of Thorpe Park’s rides and a stock market challenge.
Year 12 focused on research connected with their Extended Project Qualification (EPQ) and a teambuilding exercise on Thursday as they tackled the Brighton Challenge.

Sadly we cannot gain new staff without loss. The whole school came together on Monday afternoon for a
farewell assembly, to thank those staff who are leaving us for everything they have done for the school. A
common theme throughout the speeches was the staffs’ passion for their subjects, the care, support and
guidance they have provided students, and the provision of a rich and varied learning experience outside of the
classroom, one that inspires and challenges. I would like to add my personal thanks to Ms West, Miss
Jegatheeswaran, Mr Cresswell, Ms Ellis, Ms Donohue, Mr Neville, Mrs Shadbolt, Ms Carrington, Mr Lamond, Dr
Clark and Ms Wood. We wish all staff leaving us this summer, every good fortune in their new ventures.
Our thanks to the parents for their continuing support, both financial and social, to the PSA and TGMS for
helping raise valuable funds for the school at the same time as having fun, and to our Governors who by
volunteering their time to the school make an extremely valuable contribution to the development of all
students. Above all, our thanks to the staff whose dedication and professionalism are instrumental in making
Tiffin Girls’ unquestionably one of the best schools in the country. Whilst the students are ultimately the stars of
the school, it’s important to remember that they could never shine without the help of so many people.
May I wish you a very happy and restful summer holiday until our return in September, while we look forward to
seeing our public examination students on the following results days during the holiday:
Thursday 15 August A-Level results day – collection 9.00am to 12.00pm
Thursday 15 August AS Level results day – collection 11.00am to 2.00pm
Thursday 22 August GCSE results day – collection 9.00am to 1.00pm

Headteacher

IMPORTANT DATES FOR SEPTEMBER
Monday 2 September

INSET day, no students in school

Tuesday 3 September

INSET day, no students in school

Wednesday 4 September

Year 7, 10, 12 first day inductions 8.30am

Thursday 5 September

All students in school 8.30am

Monday 9 September

Year 12 focus evening 7.00pm

Wednesday 11 September

Year 7 focus evening 7.00pm

Thursday 12 September

Year 10 Art trip to Cornwall parents’ information evening 6.00pm

Thursday 12 September

Year 10 and 11 focus evening 7.00pm

Tuesday 17 September

Year 13 focus evening 7.00pm

Wednesday 18 September

PSA AGM 7.00pm, meeting 7.30pm

Wednesday 18 September

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award parents’ information evening 6.00pm

Wednesday 18 September

Year 8 and 9 focus evening 7.00pm

Tuesday 24 September

A-Level Art residential trip parents’ information evening 6.00pm

Monday 30 September

INSET day, no students in school

Tuesday 1 October

School closed for Year 6 admissions testing

Extra curricular Drama
Miss Smith, Head of Drama
The lower school was extremely busy this term, preparing for the production of The Witches by Roald Dahl,
adapted for stage by David Wood. This story follows the journey of the boy who is transformed into a mouse by
the Grand High Witch. It was then up to the boy and his new friend Bruno to save all of the children of England, by
poisoning the witches’ soup and transforming them all into mice. Year 7 Alisa Kharchenko took on the important
role of the boy, performing with outstanding skill. Audrey Johnston also in Year 7 performed the role of Bruno,
she had the difficult task of eating six cheese sandwiches, six chocolate bars, six doughnuts, 12 bananas and six
bread rolls across production week – not for the faint-hearted. Not only was she a champion eater, but her
performance skills were exemplary, creating an incredibly comical character, gaining many laughs from the
audience. The chorus of witches were frightening, and the remaining chorus performed with focus and dedication
throughout. As her first production here at The Tiffin Girls’ School, Miss Winter was beyond proud of every single
student. Not only were the actors involved in the production, a crew of technical wizards in Year 9 programmed
the lighting and sound equipment. It was also nice to see Sahana Banjaree 9F assisting with the stage
management of the show. This was a fantastic opportunity which she took on as part of the Duke of Edinburgh
Award.
The department was also given the opportunity to work with Year 5 students this term, exploring some scientific
experiments and working in the 'Drama' crime scene, as part of the Aspirations and Ambitions project. This was a
great chance for our Year 9 students to show off their acting skills and they performed a re-enactment of the
crime, and then were questioned by the Year 5 students.
The whole of Year 7 took part in performing an adapted version of Bertolt Brecht’s infamous play The Caucasian
Chalk Circle, in collaboration with the Music department. Each form group took on one section of the play and
came up with their own actions and directed themselves in performing their parts. The music was outstandingly
composed by Year 10 students, Mrs Shadbolt and Miss Sturge. It was a real pleasure to see the whole thing come
together, a true highlight of the year.
Year 7 students have been exploring different poems of Roald Dahl’s this term as part of our Year 7 Drama club,
which were performed at the Open Evening. They used the skills acquired throughout the year, and learned some
new performance strategies including chair duets and physical theatre.
We are very excited to announce that next year we will be having two large scale productions, the first being an
upper school (Years 10+) production of The Trojan Women, directed by Miss Winter and to be performed at the
end of January. Auditions for this will happen promptly in September. We shall also be having a large scale lower
school production, a well-known and much loved musical, with a cast of 100. Due to licensing, we cannot reveal
what this will be just yet but watch this space.

The Witches

The Witches

Co-curricular Music
Mr Neville, Head of Music
When we look back on last year, 2017-18, our memories naturally focus on the high profile projects like recording
at Ely Cathedral with the Gabrieli Consort or performing at St Martin-in-the-Fields, Ghent Cathedral and The
Chapel Royal, or perhaps most obviously our broadcasts with the LSO and Sir Simon Rattle at the Barbican.
However, these opportunities would not be possible without your support and the commitment of our pupils and
colleagues. It is the hours that are invested at recess, lunchtime, after school, in peripatetic lessons and
curriculum teaching and of course the independent practice at home that makes all this possible.
Our students achieved remarkable results in 2018: 100% A* for Sixth Form Music, 87% grades 9 and 8 at GCSE
Music, a 100% success in applications for Oxbridge and Choral Scholarships, but what matters just as much is the
broader impact that music education can have on all our young people: enriching their thinking and wider
education, confidence and wellbeing, and the many qualities they develop. Tiffin Girls’ has enabled us to create
an ethos of ‘music for all’ that is encouraging, inclusive and supportive, whilst also equipping our students with
the skills, experiences and vision to strive for fulfilment and success at school and beyond.
Across the world and throughout history, young women have rarely had opportunity and recognition in
conducting and composition, but these are two of the many areas in which our pupils at The Tiffin Girls’ School
are making very significant strides. At the recent summer concert, we heard compositions by twelve of our
students and music directed by no fewer than five of our sixth form students, several of whom had the very great
privilege of conducting in St Mark’s Basilica in Venice at the end of term.
Several high profile publications have recently published research about the impact of musical education on
cognitive development and the link between learning an instrument and a child’s progress in Maths, the sciences
and English but it runs even deeper than this: the impact this kind of musical environment has on pupil character
formation, both now and in to their adult lives, is beyond measure. Thank you for all that you do to support your
daughters and thank you for all the support you give us as a department.
I would also like to express my heartfelt gratitude to the superb team of volunteers at TGMS who generously give
the department their energy and expertise so that we may give all that we can for the students of this excellent
school.
With the support that you give TGMS, we have been able to apply for further support from the Humphrey
Richardson Taylor Trust and this has enabled us to bring about several major new investments across the
department. The percussion ensemble showcased their new glockenspiel at the summer concert and we have
been able to commission a major refurbishment of the school’s principal full size grand piano, as heard in all our
major school events, and indeed in our new concerto competition. Most remarkable of all, the superb suite of 24
Yamaha Clavinova keyboards has enabled us to transform our curriculum and provision for the benefit of
hundreds of students, both now and for years ahead.
Finally may I express a special word of thanks to the pupils and my colleagues. Their expertise is matched by their
remarkable enthusiasm, open-mindedness, versatility, generosity of spirit and humour. Their desire to go above
and beyond to help ensure we give our best for this special community is something I cherish very dearly and
something I will miss very much. Thank you.
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Extra curricular PE
Miss Boiling, Head of PE
The summer term has been an exciting term for the PE department with a number of tournaments and
competitions taking place across a variety of different sports. We have entered into a number of competitions,
fixtures and tournaments and have had our best summer of results for a number of years. Our U12, U13 and U15
rounders teams were reigned borough rounders champions with the U14 team coming second overall. In tennis,
our tennis academy girls have competed in the LTA tennis divisions whilst our newer tennis players competed in
the borough tennis competition, coming first and fourth place overall. In cricket, our U13 played in the softball
competition and became borough cricket champions, whilst our U15 squad came second place. In athletics, we
have achieved our best results to date with our Year 7s finishing in third place, our Year8/9s in fourth place and
our Year 10/11 in third place. We had some fantastic individual achievements with many students then going on
to compete at the Surrey athletics competition. We are extremely proud of the eight Wimbledon ball girls who
have been ‘ball-girling’ at the Wimbledon tennis Championships this year, many of whom have been on show
courts over the duration of the competition.
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Year 7
Mrs Vernon, Head of Year
The second half of the summer term has been crammed with many exciting activities for Year 7
For me the highlight of the year was our activity weekend at Norfolk Lakes. The students threw
themselves into all the activities, most of which they had never tried before, such as fencing, stand up
paddle boarding and walking ‘in the air’ along very impressive high ropes. We were blessed with sunny
weather throughout our stay and all water activities proved extremely popular – falling off a paddle
board or out of a kayak was a great way to keep cool. They learned a little more about looking after
themselves away from home, living with others in compact dormitories and attempting to keep them
tidy! Most of all, they made lots of new friends from other forms in the mixed activity groups and had so
much fun. I am delighted to have had so much positive feedback from students and parents following
the trip.

Since our return from the trip, students have been participating in house activities, fundraising events for
house charities, the wonderful Brecht mini-opera ,cheerleading practices and acting as buddies to 180
Year 6’s on their induction day. They also participated in their first sports day on the last Tuesday of
term.
Sadly my time as head of this year group has come to an end as they move up to Year 8 and I will be
welcoming 180 new girls on 4 September as Head of Year 7 once more. I would like to thank the
hardworking tutors who have done a fantastic job supporting the girls in their forms in so many ways.
Miss Thomas, Ms Matson, Mrs Stewart, Miss Dent Burnett, Miss Collins and Mr Price will all stay with
their forms next year.
I am delighted however to pass on the reins to Miss Mombo who takes up her new role as Head of Year 8
in September. I wish her well – she inherits a wonderful year group. I have been so proud to be their Head
of Year and help them successfully make the important transition from new anxious Year 7’s to confident
Tiffin girls.

Pastoral focus
In our Pastoral lessons this term, we have been focusing on active citizenship – in particular in our
community. We began by considering what makes a good community and then what we could do to
improve those communities. Unfortunately we ran out of time to carry out any project but the students
worked together to plan imaginative and sustainable solutions to a number of challenging community
concerns that they identified.
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Year 8
Ms Perkins, Head of Year
At the end of another busy term, I remain absolutely amazed at the sheer amount which Year 8 has
managed to achieve. Their interests and successes remain spread across all the different aspects of
school life, from their sporting prowess in borough rounders to their well-deserved successes in the
junior maths challenge and the Salters’ chemistry competition.
This term, eighteen brave volunteers stepped forward to give a whole-school assembly on their
chosen ‘Inspirational People’ – the students worked extremely well together to prepare some truly
professional slides and it was fantastic to see them presenting their work so confidently to the
school.
Year 8, of course, simply could not be confined to the school grounds all the time, and they have
truly made the most of the various trips on offer, with huge numbers signing up to see ‘Wicked’

before half term. Their recent History trip was a fantastic opportunity for me to see the students in a
new environment and their enthusiasm (and great willingness to explain the finer points of British
history to me!) made the day a great success.

Pastoral focus
Having started the term by considering issues of personal finance and government spending, Year 8 has recently
been working on their ‘Mini-EPQs’, a self-led research task into a topic chosen by each individual student. The
wide range of questions which Year 8 has decided to investigate has been an excellent reminder of our students’
abilities to engage critically with challenging ideas and issues, and they can all be rightfully proud of their finished
projects. Their enthusiastic participation in the recent ‘Micro Societies’ creative day was greatly appreciated, and
the students clearly enjoyed the chance to challenge themselves and to work with a new group of students.
Throughout the year, I have been greatly impressed by the students’ maturity, helpfulness and empathy. I wish
them all a happy and restful summer holiday and I look forward to seeing them again in September, rested and
more than ready for the challenges of Year 9.
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Year 9
Ms Ellis, Head of Year
As the year draws to an end, it seems that Year 9 has still been very busy in lessons and with extra curricular
activities. The students who took part in the Duke of Edinburgh Award have now completed their final
expedition. Mrs Austin was very complimentary about the effort the students put into the expedition and the
instructors have praised them on their resilience, so well done to all students who were involved. Year 9 also
completed their trip to Bletchley Park, thanks to the Maths department, with positive feedback from the
students who went, getting a tour of the site and trying their hand at code breaking. This term, students have
taken part in many projects from Drama musicals to the ‘battle of the bands’, as well as numerous exciting
opportunities in lessons.
Year 9 participation in the many sports clubs on offer by the PE department is outstanding. The students have
kept their enthusiasm, even through the very wet summer conditions, and this paid off in the recent borough
cricket and rounders competitions where both teams finished runners-up.
We are very proud to have three ball girls from Year 9 at Wimbledon tennis this year. Big congratulations go to
Vidushi, Una and Zofia for all their hard work and determination which has really paid off.
I had the pleasure of being asked to judge the ‘battle of the bands’ this term, where 10 bands were competing for
a spot to have their song recorded in a professional studio. I was impressed by the confidence of the students’
performances, especially the singers, and there were also some amazing guitar solos. The Killer Boy Ratticus was
the winning band and had a fun Monday morning off school to record their single.

25 students were involved in the Aspirations and Ambitions project this term. This involved going into a local
primary school, where they were paired-up with a Year 5 pupil. The Year 5s then took them around the school
and chatted about their favourite subjects and what secondary school is like. In return, the Year 5s visited us here
on three occasions and we ran three workshops for them in science and Drama. I was so proud to hear the
feedback from the staff who accompanied the Year 5 pupils, highlighting how well the students did and how kind
and confident they seemed. The Year 5 pupils thoroughly enjoyed their experience and this was largely down to
the help of Year 9.
Year 9 also played a key role in the lower school production of The Witches this term. They gave a huge amount
of time to rehearsing and I was so proud to see them on stage performing with such confidence.
We ended Key Stage 3 with the celebration evening and it was fantastic to see so many of you there. It was a
great evening to celebrate the students’ completion of Key Stage 3 and we were lucky enough to have some
wonderful musical performances between the awards. It was a lovely evening to finish a busy year and as I move
on from Tiffin Girls’, I would like to thank the year group for making this year so fun!

Pastoral focus
Year 9 has focused on healthy relationships and emotional wellbeing in their pastoral lessons this term. We also
had our immersion day which was on sexual relationships and sexuality. The year group has worked well in these
lessons and been very respectful when talking about all the different topics. This term, the student mental health
ambassadors also presented an assembly on body image to Year 7 and followed it up with a kahoot (quiz) on facts
and support surrounding body image. Unfortunately, I will not be working with Year 9 next year but it has been a
great year at Tiffin Girls’ and that has been largely down to Year 9. I am delighted to pass on the reins to Miss
Lethbridge who will be leading them through Year 10 as their new Head of Year.
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Year 10,
Ms Rees, Head of Year
The summer term has been busy and enriching. The Year 10’s have participated in a number of trips and
excursions. Mrs Austin and other staff took 90 students on their Silver Duke of Edinburgh expedition this term to
the beautiful Peak District. Year 10 DT students attended the New Designers exhibition in Angel and were
impressed by such a diverse range of graduate projects displayed from universities across the co untry. Year 10
geographers have successfully completed important fieldwork in Bushey Park and enjoyed a day in the park
gathering data in the most glorious weather.
The PE department has been justifiably proud of the hard work many of the Year 10 cohort has put in this term. A
number of Year 10 students who trained consistently through the year have been successful as Wimbledon ball

girls. This achievement is testament to the work these students have put in. We congratulate Olivia, Katie and
Chloe on their achievement. The Year 10 rounders team is now the current borough champions.
We have three important e vents in the last week of term: Sports’ Day, the Stock Market Challenge and the Year
10 trip to Thorpe Park before we have a well-earned rest during our summer break.

Pastoral focus
This term, Year 10 has been learning about the British political system during their pastoral lessons and begun to
investigate economic wellbeing in preparation for their participation in the Stock Market Challenge in the last
week of term. In tutor time, the year group has reflected on their end of year exams, considering the importance
of active revision. They have also been enjoying watching some very interesting documentaries to broaden their
horizons, including Simon Reeve’s Mediterranean.
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Year 11
Miss Lethbridge, Head of Year
Year 11 has had a busy end to the summer term, with many students partaking in the DT and Art exhibitions,
undertaking work experience placements, the NCS challenge and the Silver Duke of Edinburgh award following
the completion of their GCSE examinations. Throughout their exams, the girls exhibited an impressive level of
dedication and commitment during what was a very stressful time for them and I would like to congratulate them
on completing their examinations.
As I say my final goodbyes to this year group as their Head of Year, I would like to congratulate them for their
hard work and dedication over the last few months, not only to their GCSEs but also to the school community as
a whole. There have been many memorable moments, including Pink Day and the school birthday. I hope all the
year group has enjoyed their last five years together and I wish all the students the best with their A-Level
studies, whether they are staying at Tiffin Girls’ or moving onto new challenges elsewhere. I also look forward to
seeing all the students when they come to collect their GCSE results in August and at the GCSE prizegiving in
November.

Pastoral focus
Pastoral lessons this term involved preparation for the GCSEs, looking at time management and strategies to
cope with stress and anxiety and preparation for Year 11 leavers’ day where the students were given the
opportunity to take on a variety of roles of responsibilities. Particular praise must go to the year book team,
hoodie team and Form Captains for their help in organising the leavers’ celebration.
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Year 12 and Year 13
Mr Hares, Director of Sixth Form
Year 12 has recently returned to school, having taken their end of year exams in their stride. As well as
making a start on their work for the next stage of their A-Level courses, they have begun the process of
making their university applications; at this stage, they are considering the institutions and courses to
which they would like to apply. To support this, they have been involved in personal statement-writing
workshops on the finer points of making a strong application. The Extended Project Qualification has
moved into the detailed research phase, with around 75 students researching topics as diverse as Hindu
temple architecture, the economic concept of complete rationality, pre-natal surgery, Lewis Carroll’s
Alice in Wonderland, and many more. The new Head Girls, Deputy Head Girls, House Officers and
Technical Support Officers have officially taken up office and have all thrown themselves into their new
roles, taking on particular responsibility for the key school events of Open Evening and Sports Day.
Many Year 12s have enjoyed visits to university open days in recent weeks, and a large number ventured
to the seaside for our annual Year 12 summer trip to Brighton, to contest the keenly-fought competition
for the Brighton Challenge trophy.
As our thoughts turn to the next academic year, our outgoing Year 11 students have now completed
their GCSE exams, and have returned to school briefly for their Sixth Form Induction afternoon, an
opportunity for them to welcome our prospective new intake of external applicants for the first time,
who will be joining us officially in September. I look forward to welcoming them all into the Sixth Form
properly in the new term.
Having enjoyed their final days at Tiffin Girls’ in mid-May, Year 13 returned after their half term holiday
to tackle their final A-Level exams, a tough few weeks, but a challenge to which they rose admirably. I
would like to wish all our present and future Sixth Formers a relaxing and restorative summer holiday,
and we look forward to seeing everyone again on their respective results days in August.
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